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About This Game

You are the moon of this blue planet and you hate the guys living there and for some reason, they hate you too. This is a little
game where you bash the crap out of the planet and its people! Don't worry, they had it coming.

Features:

Non-stop fast action
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Full Controller support

Original hard rock soundtrack

High levels of orbital destruction

5 types of enemies seeking to destroy you

Powerups to help you in the fight of planetary destruction

Fashionable lunar hats to give you special bonuses and powerups

Community Discord

Have any questions, comments, or concerns? Our Community Discord is the best place to keep up to date on all the news and to
suggest things you would like to see added to Planet Bash!
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Title: Planet Bash
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Killerkun
Publisher:
Big Red Planet
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i3 1.2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: none

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Wizardry it ain't!

This plays very slowly on MacOS. Right around 30 fps. I can't imagine any reason that should be the case for standard labyrinth
runner.

Interface layout is very poor. The player must click individual character weapons to attack. The character portraits are laid out
across the full breadth of the screen requiring broad cursor shifts. Click on target to attack is not supported. If the player
inadvertenty click the character portrait the invetory pops up obscuring the action and it can only be closed by clicking the
_Close_ button. EscapeKey is not supported to exit menus, inventory or map.

Weapons are poorly described and apparently even ranged weapons are limited to next space attacks. Monsters are obscured by
an ugly magenta overlay. There is no damage feedback.

There are few character portraits and neither class nor attributes are explained.

The simple act of unlcking a door requires opening the nventory, double clicking a key, locating the hotspot on the lock and
clicking it.

This game is tedius. Hence it is boring.

The images are colorful though

Don't waste your dime.. Only one Word: CRAPGAME

Run through desert, drink water, die >> NEW GAME
Run through desert, drink water, die >> NEW GAME
Run through desert, drink ..... >> That´s all

Not worth a pence in my eyes. n00b Ez..... Well, the game looks hilarious at the beginning. Enormous icons, inconvenient
vertical scrolling (if you use mouse wheel the page will scroll by 1px per 10 or 20 wheel scrolls), inconvenient way to understand
what will be after you click somewhere (no popup hints and animation after you hover clickable object).
The great minus in the computer version of terra mystica is the algorithm of exchanging power points (PP) to money at the
beginning of new turn if available movements of PP exceed the quantity of power points in the third cup. The algorithm is
absent!
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Nevertheless, the game is still perfect and all the minuses written above being ignored after 5 hours of playing.. do not buy
it..never. Long loading screen

+steam trading cards. This method of locomotion should be by default used in all VR games. Very immersive even if it looks a
bit goofy, but hey VR usually does. Helps a lot with movement related nausea.

I highly recommend this tool for all VR players. Especially for those who suffer from motion sickness.. This game is fairly
simple

It's fun and addicting and pretty difficult

If you liked Super Hexagon, this is your kind of game, but it is definitely not the same kind of game :P

I would recommend this game as long as people don't try to beat my highscore xD
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Yet another failed release by United Independent Entertainment GmbH. This publisher should be BANNED from Steam for
the horrible and broken games they bring to the marketplace. (this one I couldn't even get to run for more than a few minutes
without it crashing, even after going through all the "fixes" listed around the internet to get this game working) Don't buy from this
publisher, UIG, ever!. AMAZING story, flawless gameplay, and godlike soundtrack. i would rate this a 20/10. also im high AF
right now. Thank you for supporting Linux!. A fun game with a decent amount of replay value (hint: you're probably going to
have to go to Hard/Insane for some of the score/unlock targets) but some major flaws (NO COLORBLIND MODE, WHAT).

Do you like casual games in the Luxor and/or Zuma series? Get on board with this.. If you love space, spaceships, decisions to
fight or leave, or if you want to just kill time, Nomad Fleet is game for you.
It's available to all Steam platforms.
If you hesitate to buy it, or not to buy it, I can tell you only "BUY IT" :)
Seriously, I've enjoyed the Beta testing with the creator of this game and buy this game while it's on sale :D

Have fun.. Tedious and boring I felt more like a slave than a leader. Used to be good ages ago, but ever since pets ruined people
having to look for parties, its been abandoned by both the player base, and the devs.. Great game I don't know why it is getting
so many negative reviews is still a WIP so don't be too harsh.
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